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OpSec® presents: Licensing 
Management with OpSec® 
Insight
As licensing programs become more strategically important to brands, success is dependent 

on more than selecting the right licensee partners and developing great product. 

In fiercely competitive markets, brands must ensure that their licensing programs support 

consumer trust, reinforce brand messaging, and build loyalty. These objectives present multiple 

challenges requiring deep experience and specialization. 

Traditional licensing efforts fail to appreciate the interconnected nature of brand integrity. 

of respondents have unintentionally bought a counterfeit product in the last 12 months

of respondents experienced negative consequences having unintentionally bought a 
counterfeit product 

of respondents stated that the integrity and authenticity of a brand is the most important 
consideration when evaluating what they buy

34%

87%

91%
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On-Product   
Anti-Counterfeit  

Licensing Management with OpSec® Insight 

Elevate and protect your 
genuine licensed products 
by enabling licensees to 
quickly procure labels, 
hangtags including secure 
holograms.

Digital Licensing 
revenue protection

Unique product identifiers 
enable you to ensure 
licensee compliance and 
detect and responded to 
potential gray market and 
counterfeit risks to royalty 
revenues.

Consumer 
Engagement and 
Authentication

Enable consumers to 
engage directly with your 
licensed products to drive 
engagement, loyalty and 
revenues. Chose from a 
variety of ‘calls to action’ 
including authentication, 
information, sustainability, 
circularity, offers and more).

Maximize the performance your complete licensing program from fast contracting 
to controlling assets, design request governance, sales and royalty dashboards 
and intelligence, to automated invoicing and smart reporting.

Online Brand 
Protection

Protect from the abuse of 
your trademarks across all 
online channels including 
websites, marketplaces, 
paid search, social media, 
mobile and dark web.

Investigation and 
enforcement

Meet your loss 
prevention goals with 
evidentiary support for 
litigation supporting law 
enforcement intervention. 
We can support you in 
evaluating your complete 
brand enforcement 
strategy.

OpSec’s complete 360 solution unlocks insight across your licensing estate, enabling you 

to take action to grow and protect your licensing revenues. The solution enables licensors 

to combat damaging counterfeits, protect revenues from parallel trade, ensure licensee 

compliance, engage consumers, defend your brand online and manage your complete licensing 

workflow.
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Licensing Management with 
OpSec® Insight – Maximize 
your licensing workflows
Managing licensing programs is complex. Without a structured workflow in place to manage 

your contract review and creation, product approvals, IP distribution, collection of sales and 

invoicing, you will:

 ■ Waste time on administration

 ■ Damage your brands standards

 ■ Risk subpar products entering your market

 ■ Lose royalties owed to you

Licensing Management with OpSec® Insight enables brands to improve efficiencies by 

streamlining their processes, increase-licensing revenues with intelligent reporting, and 

safeguard their IP by monitoring licensee activity and compliance.

Optimize your brand holistically with our incredibly powerful and intuitive online platform!

OpSec® Insight is trusted worldwide; 

from professional sports leagues, 

property owners and licensing 

agencies managing multiple 

brands to established multinational 

organizations and emerging single 

brand owners.
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Why OpSec® Insight?
Optimized Workflows OpSec® Insight has your critical workflows covered. Maximize 

performance with:

 ■ Fast contracting to controlling assets

 ■ Design request governance 

 ■ Sales and royalty dashboards and intelligence

 ■ Automated invoicing and smart reporting 

Automation where you need it most Leave the tedium to us! The platform 

automates the creation and management of agreements, invoices, asset 

distribution, design approvals and validation of licensee data enabling you 

to focus on growing and maximizing the value of your program.

Actionable reporting focused on your priorities Whether you are looking 

to quickly understand partner performance, agreement compliance, or 

identify unauthorized sales, Licensing Management with OpSec® Insight 

reporting provides customizable reporting and alerts that enable you to act.

Quick-start onboarding and support We guide and support customers 

through a personalized, robust, and timely training and set-up plan which 

is tailored to your business and program objectives. All customers benefit 

from hands-on support and advice when they need it, as well as continuous 

platform enhancements ensuring the product evolves with your licensing 

program. 

Designed, built, and continuously refined by licensing experts We 

understand the complexity and nuances of running a successful licensing 

program; we have optimized the platform to the daily activity and critical 

objectives of brands, owners, manufacturers and licensees. We also enable 

digitalization automation and customization, without the need for complex 

set-up and management.
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Contact The Brand Protection Experts
Licensing Management with OpSec® Insight is an ideal solution for brands looking to simplify 

the licensing process with the use of a single intuitive platform.  Increase your revenues and 

efficiencies and contact the experts at OpSec for a personalized demonstration of the platform 

and to discuss a customized solution to fit your specific challenges.
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About OpSec

OpSec Security is the global market leader in securing and protecting brands. 

After decades of leadership in brand protection technology, OpSec grew to become the leading provider of fully 

integrated brand and document security, providing companies and governments with myriad solutions to help our 

customers ensure brand quality, reputation, and integrity.

OpSec is a leading innovator in online brand and digital content protection, offering our clients end-to-end 

safeguards against counterfeiting, piracy, and unauthorized usage. We continue to innovate, finding increasingly 

advanced ways to meet an ever-growing range of threats. Even as the counterfeiters, pirates, and other bad actors 

employ more sophisticated ways to damage your brand, we never stop getting better at protecting it. 

For more information, visit www.opsecsecurity.com 


